
In an effort to give our customers more information around our regular release, we 
have added this PDF link with some more details. This PDF will show you some of the 
more technical details around our release and some of the smaller, but still impactful, 
items.  

Here is our list for December 2017:  
 

● We fixed an issue where you would get an error if you wanted to export stats from more than 10 email 
campaign. You should now be able to choose more than 10 campaigns to export.  

● We removed the ability to enable click segmentation on Email links. Without tracking added to these 
links, click segmentation could not be triggered.  

● If you ran into the issue of the “Request Entity Too Large” when going to My Account in Chrome, you 
should no longer get this error message.  

● Depending on the browser that you use, you might not have been able to scroll when dragging in a new 
block into your 3GE campaigns. This has now been fixed and you should be able to add in a block to 
anywhere in your campaign.  

● Template Updates:  
○ New Templates: New Year Event, Holiday Giving, Holidays Newsletter, Media Relations 
○ Updated Templates: Fundraiser Thank You 
○ Removed: Media Relations Simple 
○ Fixes:  

■ Birthday Banner template - there was a block with a red line at the bottom of the 
template that could not be deleted. This is all fixed now, so feel free to delete that block if 
you do not wish to have the line at the bottom of your template.  

■ Fundraiser template - fixed mobile display issues along with giving campaign creators 
the ability to remove the hero image (the image at the top). 

■ Deals/Coupon template - ensured that the global styles you set for your campaign apply 
to all areas of the template, specifically the coupon border in the template 

■ Green Newsletter template - like the Deals/Coupon template, we made some updates so 
that global styles are applied throughout the template, specifically the headlines in this 
template.  


